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By Mark Millar

Image Comics, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Comics superstars Mark Millar and Frank Quitely reinvent the superhero epic for the 21st
Century! 1932: Sheldon Sampson s dreams about a mysterious source of power lead him, his
brother Walter, and a group of loyal followers on a quest around the world. What they discover sets
them on a course that will wrench a family apart and alter the world s political stage! Decades after
their journey, Sheldon and Walter are superpowered legends, world renowned for their heroism.
But the offspring trained to live in their image have fallen desperately short. Rocked by one public
scandal after another, Chloe and her brother Brandon are a dishonor to the generation before
them. The rift reaches its breaking point when one branch of the family overthrows the government
and struggles to rule at any cost - while the others must flee for their own safety. But when the
failures of the corrupt leaders catch up to them, the world hovers on the brink of collapse - and the
hidden heroes must emerge to take back their legacy! Collects Jupiter s Legacy #1-5.
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- Kristian Nader-- Kristian Nader

Comprehensive guide for publication lovers. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and valuable. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Rowan Gerlach II-- Rowan Gerlach II
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